In a Landscape (1948)
(Tribute To John Cage)

Dryandra country, where each parrot bush
fires up, proud as lunar rocket countdowns,
you see its be-whiskered pale cream blooms:
florets that will never make it to the moon.

In the measured program of your youth
your days may well ascend like slow notes
played on an absent toy piano in rooms
darkened. This is real numbat country,

Where leaf-litter and fallen wandoo bark
mask the scurrying tiny feet of the fleet.
Even the western greys will bound
more quietly, reverently here, I think.

Walk on past mallet and powder bark,
past wilga ochre pit, abandoned rail
line, but salt has risen in the streams,
nearby towns are dying on their feet.

In this landscape of farms and roads
of gravel, the great granite domes
are rural aureoles of weathered stone;
and curlews call in a darkening sky.
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Notes

Parrot bush – local name for the dryandra plant (Banksia-dryandra acuminata)
Numbat – small marsupial and animal symbol for Western Australia
Wandoo, mallet, powder bark – WA trees
Western Greys – WA species of kangaroo
Wilga – red ochre.
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